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Learning Objectives
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Define
“evidence-based
practice”

Describe how to
answer a clinical
question

Demonstrate
basic use of the
EBRSR
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What is Evidence-based practice?
Evidence-based practice (EBP) stresses "the conscientious,
explicit, and judicious use of current best evidence in making
decisions about the care of individual patients.
The practice of evidence-based medicine… means
integrating individual clinical expertise with the best
available external clinical evidence from systematic
research“

Sackett, Rosenberg, Gray, Haynes, & Richardson, 1996, p. 71
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Why Evidence-Based
Practice Now?
• A growing body of scientific
knowledge
• Increased interest in consistent
application of quality services
• Increased interest in outcomes
and accountability by funders
• Past missteps in spreading
untested “best practices” that
turned out not to be as effective as
advertised

• Because it works !!
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Peer-Reviewed Research
Peer review – A process used to check the quality
and importance of research studies. It aims to
provide a wider check on the quality and
interpretation of a study by having other experts in
the field review the research and conclusions.
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Gold Standard for Evidence
• Randomized controlled trial (RCT) –
Participants are randomly assigned to either
an intervention or control group. This allows
the effect of the intervention to be studied in
groups of people who are the same, except
for the intervention being studied.
– Any differences seen in the groups at the end can
be attributed to the difference in treatment alone,
and not to bias or chance.
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EBP means integrating individual clinical expertise with the
best available external evidence

Evidence
Informed
Practice

Say no to “scorched earth” reinvention.
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How is EBP
Accomplished?
1. Frame the
Question

Problem/population
Intervention/Exposure
Comparison
Outcome
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Case scenario
Esther is a 65 y.o. female who experienced a left sided stroke 2 weeks ago. Her
primary complaint is that she cannot move her R UE during functional
activities, although she does have some AROM at the shoulder, elbow, wrist,
and hand.
She is an active woman who likes to garden and spend time w her
granddaughter. She styles her hair each day with a hairdryer, applies makeup,
and chooses her clothes with care daily.
Her therapist is thinking about mCIT as an alternative to the positioning and
NDT exercises that she learned in school.
Would either be effective with her? Which would be best?
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Step 1: Frame the Question
Problem – Intervention – Comparison –
Outcome/Endpoint

P: 65 y.o. female s/p acute stroke, some UE AROM
I: CIT
C: Traditional Therapy; NDT at the facility where I
did this search
O: Functional use of UE
“in older females w stroke, would some form of
CIT be better for regaining use of the affected UE?”
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Step 2: Finding the Evidence
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EBRSR Modules
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Remember our question???
P: 65 y.o. female s/p acute stroke, some UE
AROM
I: CIT
C: Traditional Therapy (NDT at facility)
O: Functional use of UE
“in older females w stroke, would CIT be better
for regaining use of the affected UE?”
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Let’s go
into the
EBRSR

• EBRSR.com
• Upper extremity
module (Chapter 10)
• Constraint-induced
therapy section
• “Control +
F”/”Command F” and
type in “Forced Use”
• Important feature
when you take the
CSRS exam!
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“In older females w stroke, would CIT/Forced use
be better for regaining use of the affected UE than
NDT?”
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Where else
can you find
studies to
answer your
questions?
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“Pull” Resources
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PT: Hooked on evidence
OT: OT Seeker
(general)
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PubMed Example
(less general, but wide net)
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“PICO”-Based Site:
Turning Research Into Practice

Pros

Brief Description of Resource

A clinical search engine
that allows users to
search reviews and
articles across content
areas including PICO
questions, images,
videos, patient education
materials, and education
courses.

(https://www.tripdatabase.com/)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Free
Can search by PICO question
Color-coding system by level of evidence
Save results with “starring”
Browse your Trip search history (with premium
account)
Image and video search (with premium account)

•
•

Option to upgrade to premium account
Mainly links to PubMed articles

Cons
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Turning Research Into Practice

(https://www.tripdatabase.com/)
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Turning Research Into Practice
(https://www.tripdatabase.com/)
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“Push” Resources
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PEDro

http://www.pedro.org.au/
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http://search.pedro.org.au/advanced-search
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Google Scholar
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Using Google Scholar
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Key Points
Define

Carefully define your clinical question –
garbage in/garbage out!

Develop

Develop search terms from PICO
components to answer your question

Combine

Combine search terms using AND
• “foot AND drop” “Page SJ AND Reimer”

Look

Look for highest level of evidence
available…but realize that it might not
exist!
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Thank-you!
Questions?

Spage@neurorecovery.net
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